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The Editors Say...
Some of you may have noticed a subtle
change in The Texas Caver lately. Back in
June, Brian Vauter decided that he was
unable to continue as editor; in August, we
took over. Not that we knew anything about
editing a magazine, but it was something
that we hath wanted to try. Many thanks to
Brian who made numerous trips to Austin

from New Braunfels to teach us how to use
Adobe Pagemaker and Photoshop and provided us with the templates he had created.
Without his invaluable assistance, our first
issues would have been pretty ugly and
much, much harder!

48% would like to see a broader view
of Texas caving. Look for lots of trip reports and cave maps. There are lots of folks
out there caving and surveying, and we'll
be publishing the results oftIiose trips right
here. Caving in central Texas and Mexico is
usually well-reported.
But what about the
caving going on in the Big Bend area, the
Trans-Pecos region, the Mineral Wells/Possum Kingdom area, the Guads, the North
Texas and Oklahoma Gypkarst, the Delawares, the Arbuckles,
the Ozarks,
the
Bostons, and elsewhere?
In that same vein, we'd like to hear more
from the grottos that aren't near Austin.
We'll be pestering folks from LAG, NTSS,
DFW, Maverick, PBSS, CTG, ASS and others to send us material about their activities,
projects, and trips (of course, this doesn't
mean that the UT, SWT, Carnal, and Bexar
grottos are off the hook!).
32% would like to know more about
where to cave. While The 1exas Caver has
an editorial policy against publishing cave
locations, we'll be printing articles on where
and how to look for new caves, how to locate and contact landowners,
and so on.
There's an awful lot of karst in Texas just

Rebecca Jones and Joe Ivy about to head
into Sistema Cheve for a rigging trip.
Photo by Nancy Pistole.
So now what? One of our goals is to
continue to improve the content of The
Texas Caver. We weren't too sure where to
start so we asked. At TCR, we took a survey
on a variety of issues [more survey results
to be published in future issues with articles
on related topics]:
78% would like more fiction and hnmor
in The Caver. Later this year there will be a
caving short story contest. We're planning

e
•

some great prizes, so start working on your
entry now. If you doodle, send us your cartoons. You can even send in trip reports in
cartoon form! Starting next issue, there will
the "My Worst Caving Trip" column.
aving trips can have a way of going bad
that's really funny when you look back on it
later. 'This is the place for just that kind of
story. And check out the first TSS Photo
Archives Caption Contest on page 13!
THE TliXAS CAVER

waiting to be poked into'
For those cavers who are artists, we'd
like to see cave-related
art appear in The

Caver. In the past, artwork of all kinds was
present in The Texas Caver. We want to see
that again.
We also want to make this an interactive
Caver. We encourage Letters to the Editors,
a forum for the exchange of opinions developed more thoughtfully
than those ex-

Letters
Dear Editors Ivy and Jones,
Thank you for the sensitive and cornpassionate response to the death of caver
Christy Vanek Quintana. Your dedication
of so much space in your September-October issue showed us in one more way how
she touched the lives of so many.
In addition, the article on the accident
itself provided me with the names of those
cavers who made such heroic efforts to save
her. To Miguel Angel Blanco and Sergio
Sanchez-Armas
and all others involved in
the rescue efforts, I offer my heartfelt gratitude for your super-human
efforts under
such traumatic circumstances.
I can only
imagine the stress you were under. It truly
sounds like you used every means possible
to not only make a safe climb, but to persevere untiJ the final moments to save Christy.
As her mother, J know how passionate
Christy was about Mexico and about caving. You shared both of these with her and
helped to complete her final dream. Thank
you.
I also want to thank everyone who contributed in any way to the planning, collecting and writing about our daughter,
Christy. This issue is a legacy we will treasure always. Finally, if anyone has any extra pictures or memories to share about
Christy,
please
e-mail
me
at
<kvanekOhormail.com>.
Sincerely,
Karen Vanek

pressed via CaveTex. And to keep you informed of important issues in Texas caving,
we'll be writing an editorial in each edition.
Finally, Texas cavers are what make The
Texas Caver interesting. That includes all
you new cavers out there; your ideas and
experiences are just as valuable as the old
guys'! Don't be shy! We're interested in
caving-related material of any kind. For
comments or submissions,
see the guidelines on page 23. We hope you enjoy The
Texas Caver and that you spend many hours
underground this year. Thanks!
-Joe Ivy & Rebecca Jones

Many cavers donated money to Bat
Conservation Inti. in memory of Christy
Quintana. Photo ©Merlin B. Tuttle, Bel.
Used with permission
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Phantom Lake Cave
Bill Tucker

at least some experience in other caves and
Flowing from a cavern in a Cretaceous
earnest in 1976. I had heard of it a few years
had survived with a keen interest in seeing
limestone bluff, Phantom Lake Spring proearlier in a chance meeting with a diver from
more.
vides life-giving water in an area better
that area, and with a long-time interest in
The clarity of the water was incredible,
known for dust and rocks. It forms :.a..;;u.:.:n.:.:iq~u..;;e_~c;;a;,.v.;.e..;diYing,
I was determined to see it. I
~ and we were amazed at the labyoasis in the West Texas desert,
rinth of passages and the size
serving wildlife ranging from
of some of the rooms. We found
mice and raccoons to deer and
long, straight passages, several
javelina. Dozens of bird species
hundred feet long. These were
are found here, and ducks are
f
occasionally punctuated by
often present. Endangered
short right-angle jogs to one
fishes, including Pecos gambuside, followed by more long
sia and Commanche Springs
rooms. In two days of diving
pupfish swim in the clear spring
we saw a Jot and learned a lot.
water, and unique trogolobitic ¥'i
Our reel of nylon line served us
fauna lives within the cave.
well
on one of our first dives. In
The historically-significant
spite of our caution, we manspring, just a few miles from
aged to reduce visibility to zero
Balmorhea State Park, once
during contact with the silty
formed a small lake and was a
floor and walls in a restriction.
long-term campsite for prehisWithout the line, we would hav
Scott Sirkel (left) and Jon Drake at the entrance.
toric people. Many bedrock morPhoto by Bill Tucker,
never found our way out of t
tars for grinding grain surround
winding, interconnecting passages. Feeling
contacted old Joe Kingston, who owned the
the area of the old lake, testimony to long
our way along the line for 100 feet or more
surrounding ranch land at that time. To my
years of use by Native Americans. Spanish
returned us to water clear enough to see
surprise, he was quite willing to have us
explorers are said to have visited the spring
each other again. It actually turned out to
come out and dive. I would soon find that it
as early as the 1500s, and pioneer ranching
be a confidence-building exercise, albeit acwas much more extensive and advanced
families finally settled here, drawn by the
cidentaL
than any cave diving 1 had done to date.
once-copious water supply. Farmers and
On our last dive we did manage to penI got together a few friends, and we beetrate over 1000 feet upstream, passing
gan to prepare for the trip. We put together
through several 70-foot tall rooms along the
double tanks, built reels to hold heavy nyway. Making a hard left turn and ducking
lon line, and began to plan how to dive as
under an archway at 70 feet of depth, we
safely as possible in this cave. Even then,
shined our lights around another huge room
the basic rules for cave diving were already
and hesitated. A look at my nearly empty
well established: use only one-third of your
air supply for
penetration,
carry three lights
per diver, mainCave entrance with cienega in foreground.
tain a continuPhoto by author
ous guideline to
the open water,
ranchers still use what little is left of the water
etc. We did manfor their crops and cattle.
age to overlook
Water flowing along fault lines in the
limestone has created a long cave system,
one of the basic
rules ... don't
extending for an unknown distance roughly
parallel to the mountain ranges. The major
dive
beyond
recharge area appears to be far to the northyour level of
west. Heavy local rains in the Davis Mountraining. Not one
tains can have some effect on spring flow,
of us had any
but provide only a small percentage of the
cave
diving
annual water volume that flows in the cave.
training,
but
My interest in Phantom Cave began in
several of us had
Todd Tucker near entrance to Phantom Lake Cave. Photo by author.

"5:
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abated.
Mt.
Kingston had
died long ago,
leavingme without a caverfriendly contact for permission. I finally
decided to get
serious, and after some inquiries, found that
it was now
owned by the
U.S. DepartmentofInterior.
They were not
Bruce Tipps (left) and Lori Bell in "Shark Womb." Photo by Bill Tucker. very interested

ered that the outflow of the spring was only
a very small percentage of the waterflowing
within the cave system. The phreatic passage begins at the entrance and heads west,
intersecting the main stream passage about
300 feet into the cave at a depth of about 25
feet. There, a right turn takes you northwest
into the upstream passage. Going left (southeast) leads downstream. The water flow
within the main conduit is typically over 20
cubic feet per second, even when the SUfface spring outflow is less than one cfs. The
spring outflow is merely an overflow for a
much larger system. The source of this water is the subject of several studies by John
Sharp and others from the University of
Texas; it appears to befrom far to the northwest.

in having us dive there. The death of two
Our first di ve objecti ve would be to exdivers in the cave in 1983 was a barrier to
place upstream and to place as much pennagetting permission. Two in,....~experienced divers had obtained entry in some manner and apparently become
lost in the cave - maybe due
to a "silt-out" from contact
with the soft muddy floor.
It could happen very easily. The recovery divers were
possibly the last to dive in
Phantom Cave. However,
through a series of serendipitous contacts and coincidences, and having the
right training credentials, I
Lirceolus isopod (Smm long) on roots in "Breakdown
was finally able to get a perRoom." Note the tiny Hydrobiidae snail just below isopod
mit to dive. We were to exon the rock. Photo by Bill Tucker.
plore it and collect biological specimens for
nent line as we could. We would begin to
the Texas Natural History Collection
remove old and poorly placed exploration
(TNHC) at the Texas Memorial Museum. Our
lines from years past. It appeared that no
tasks would eventually expand into surveyone had dived here for years. The walls and
f'"4r
"""'"
ing, mapping, and
ceilings were covered in fine silt, which was
taking water flow
quickly dislodged by our bubbles, reducing
measurements. I bethe visibility to near zero behind us. The
gan to assemble a
water remained beautifully clear ahead, and
team of qualified
my son Todd, and I quickly progressed bedivers, excited that I
yond my previous penetration to about 1400
would finally get my
feet. At that point the guideline from some
wish to see Phantom
previous explorer ended in a narrow and
Cave again, 19 years
jagged passage. Sharp oyster shells proafter my last visit.
trude from the limestone on both sides here
Looking at the
and threaten to snag and scrape the carecave with a more exless diver. The visibility was dropping to
perienced eye this
about two feet from the disturbed silt when
time, I began to realwe found a dropped line reel lying on the
ize what a unique
bottom. It was as though the diver had panBill Tucker inspects "ro"'o~t-s "'w'ih'l'ic'th'9hi"'olis~t~n~ew~s~p;"'ec:'iie~s~o~f""Lti~rc~'e~OI'ru~s-.:.:.I
place Phantom Cave
icked at the restrictive and deteriorating conisopods. Photo by Lori Bell.
really is. We discovditions and beat a hasty retreat without se-

reel was an ominous reminder of how far I
was from the safety of the surface, and I
was suddenly overwhelmed by the enormity
of the cave. I don't recall ever feeling that
small before. I signaled to turn the dive and
could see the relief in the eyes of my two
companions ... they too were ready to see
orne
sunshine. It was an uneventful retreat,
ushed gently along by the water flow. I
•
don't think that I have ever seen anything
as beautiful as the daylight shining through
the azure-blue water at the cave exit.
Our trip was over too soon and much
was left to learn about this intriguing cave.
We did not have time (or the nerve) to explore downstream and did not have a good
understanding of the interconnecting passages that we did see. The haunting memory
of the cave, with its beauty and mysteries,
would be in my dreams for years before I
was able to return.
Dozens of caves and 19 years later, the
desire to return to Phantom had never

THE TEXAS CAVER
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breakdown had initially hidden the continu
ing passage.
Nearer to the entrance is a labyrinth of
interesting passages with interconnections
that we finally understand. We have surveyed over 8000 feet of underwater cave
conduit and there is much more to be done.
There is no end in sight, as the cave remains
Gunnar Brune
large upstream ... it could go for miles. UnSprings of Texas
fortunately, we know of no other entrance
into the system, and all penetrations must
Over several years of continued explopush from the only known entrance.
ration we have become much more comfortNo one really knows where the downable with the downstream passage. Bruce
stream
water goes, but some suspect that it
Tipps and I have ventured over 1400 feet in
ends
up
flowing out of the ground a few
that direction, but must pull our way handmiles
away
at San Solomon Springs in
over-hand for most ofthe return trip. He and
""'I Balmorhea State Park.
That could well be the
case, but there would
have to be a major shift
in the directional trend of
the fault lines that we
have mapped to date. A
chemical or dye trace
could help determine the
relationship of the tw~
springs, but coordinatin
that with the agencies in~ volved hasn't happened
yet. It is possible that San
Solomon is not just a
downstream outlet of
Phantom, but is fed by
flow in parallel fractures
and conduit from the
upstream passage about 1000 feet into cave. Photo by Lori Bell.
same major source. (It has
been pretty well determined from the water chemistry that they
I have extended our upstream penetration
come from a common source.)
over 5800 feet to the northwest with diver
All biological specimens are forwarded
propulsion vehicles, "scooters," and extra
to the Texas Natural History Collection,
air cylinders. The main conduit runs to the
where Dean Hendrickson and James Reddell
northwest along fractures, jogging repeatedly 90 degrees on cross-fractures for very short distances
before resuming its trend of
long straight passages. Dark
chert formations (a flint-like
material) protrude horizontally from the cave walls in
many places, and form a solid
black ceiling in one area
about a mile upstream. In two
places, the upstream cave
has changed character and
appeared to come to an
abrupt end. At both places,
Bruce Tipps explores downstream passage. 'P~h~to"'-,,_.
an unusually large block of
by Lori Bell.

Gods and heroes were born out of springs, and ever afterward came and went between
the above and below worlds through their pools. Every pueblo had sacred springs
somewhere nearby. There was every reason to sanctify them - physical, as life depended
upon water; spiritual, as they had natural mystery which suggested supernatural
qualities; for how could it be that when water fell as rain, or as snow, and ran away, or
dried up, there should be otber water which came and came, secretly and sweetly, out
ofthe ground and never failed?

curing his line. I could understand how he
might have felt, and we too retreated at this
point, as conditions had gotten bad.
Todd and I alternated dives with our
other team, composed of Jon Drake and
Scott Sirke!. We continued to push beyond
1400 feet and found no
evidence of exploration
beyond this point. On
subsequent
dives the
water stayed
much
clearer in our explored
passages,
as
our
bubbles had swept much
of the walls and ceiling
clean. We all enjoyed the
feeling of exploring new
cave, and laid new line to

about 2400 feet. The
depths vary widely, going as deep as 70 feet and
abruptly back up to 12
feet. The average depth
is around 35 feet, giving
us a lot of bottom time
Bill Tucker in
without decompression.
Exploring
downstream was at first unnerving. Once we
turned into the downstream side, the passages were smaller, causing an increase in
the water velocity. It pulled us deeper into
the cave without swimming, and the dislodged silt stayed with us. We proceeded
with much caution, initially adding only 50
to 100 feet of line on each dive in very low
visibility. Only when we turned to swim and

pull against the flow with some effort did
the water clear up so that we could see
where we had been.I will always remember
one particular dive several hundred feet
downstream. While being uncomfortably
"sucked" into a particularly narrow passage,
I saw the remains of numerous turtles that
were fooled into the siphon and did not make
it out. "Turtle Hell" seemed to be an appropriate name for this particular spot, and I
was glad to leave it.
6
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coordinating taxonomic determinations,
have found the cave to be the home of
a number of interesting troglobytes,
and
have found what appear to be five new species of life forms unique to Phantom. Roots
extending into the water have large colonies of a new species of isopods of the genus

Lireeo/us.

On the same roots, Todd dis-

covered tiny snails, about the size of the
ball in a ballpoint

pen. These turned out to

be a new genus
Hydrobiidae

and species

of the

family, which have only been

found in limited area of one particular room
in the cave. Other

isopods

of the genus

Cirolanides

have been found, which may
be the known species texensis. In a small

area above the waterline, we collected
unique species of terrestrial isopods and
silverfish, as well as a new species of the
genus Eidmannela spider. These were all
eyeless and un-pigmented
cave dwellers.
Other critters have been seen, but not yet
collected.
Unfortunately,
the outflow from the
spring has decreased significantly over the
_ast

few years, and it is in danger of failing
the near future. Severa] factors may be at
fault, including over-pumping of wells, but
years of drought have had a serious effect.

Some researchers

2000

have suggested

that the

original water source may have accumulated
in a vast aquifer thousands of years ago
when our climate was much wetter. The modern climatic conditions

do not provide such

large sources of recharge as were found in
earlier eras. If that is the case, it is inevitable
that flow will continue to decrease as that

Board, and others have addressed the situation, but have come up with no solutions
to date. There is probably no way to prevent pumping from damaging the water supply to the spring.
Recently, some of the endangered

fish

were removed to a safer location to insure
some remaining breeding stock. The other

ancient aquifer is depleted.
Agricultural pumping has also greatly affected tbe water table in this area, and any

indigenous species of the spring and cave
are in danger, not to mention the multitude
of wildlife species that come to water there.

increase in pumping for municipalities such
as EI Paso could be the death knoll for Phantom Lake Spring. Recent meetings of con-

At this point we can only hope for an end to
the drought conditions, and that significant
recharge of the aquifer will occur, maybe

cerned agencies such as U.S. Fish and Wildlife, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Texas Parks
and Wildlife, Texas Water Development

postponing the inevitable. Phantom Lake
Spring is a valuable Texas resource that may
soon be lost forever.
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TRIP REPORT
Jerry Fant
During Cave Diver Training we learned
about several of the leading causes for cave
diving fatalities. Number one among these
"Rules of Accident Analysis" is lack of
proper training, followed by a failure to run
a continuous guideline to the surface. Soon
after my training, Ireturned to caving country in North Central Arkansas. There are
many nice dive leads there and a limitless
amount of virgin cave to be found. One
particular lead was a spring-Cave
Holewhere water emerges into a famous swimming hole. Jeff, my diving partner, lives live
hours away, and instead of wasting his time,
I decided to look and see if it was worth it
for two divers to get in the water. It took me
a few minutes to kit up, and all the while I
hought
of the training I had just received.
~ friend waited at the surface while I sub•
merged with twin eighty-cnbic-foot
cylinders on my back. The accident analysis
states that failure to reserve two-thirds of
the starting air for the trip out of the cave is
Tnt: TEXAS CAVER

Cave Hole
the third leading cause of accidents.
Soon] was at the entrance looking into a
small passage with lots of water blasting out.

It was similar to a dry cave with lots of air
just begging you to come and take a look. A
final check, tie off the guideline, and away I
go. My flippers weren't doing much good,
so I began grabbing the walls to pull my
way against the current. The passage is a
little restricted. Tanks, shoulders, and belly
were all in contact with the rock. Still within
daylight, but well out of range for my dry
caver above, I became wedged. I could go
neither forward nor backward; I couldn't
even get my hands beside me to see what
was holding up my progress. Several momeuts passed before I realized that I was
really stuck. And what a shock I had when I
finally realized it. All of the training that I
had just received went right on by, and I
began to panic. Five hundred psi of air in
about five minutes (a quarter of my air supply) while I started to struggle.

All leonid

think about was dying here in this little underwater hole, with the fish watching, waiting for their next meal.
Then the training started to come backSTAY CALM! Iconld still see daylight, and
the passage became bigger in front of me. A
few long deep breaths and some calm pushing got me to that larger passage. Finally I
could catch my breath and evaluate what
had just happened. Ilooked back to see that
indeed Jeff wanted to see what lay beyond.
I turned and looked at the restriction and
saw that it had projections that pointed toward the entrance. With that and the now in
my favor, I was off squirming my way back
through what had moments ago been a horror hole. When I gained the surface, my dry
friend was completely unaware of what had
just occurred. Imagine a scream that no one
can hear!

r~
~
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Sump Diving
Jerry Fant
Cave diving in the United States has
evolved very differently than in most other
countries. In the U.S., open water divers,
mainly in the Florida area, started to venture
into the large spring caves. This cavern diving was the beginning of cave diving in the
U.S. In other countries, such as England,
dry cavers picked up dive training and became sump divers rather than be stopped
by the water in the cave systems.

A sump can be defined as a water-filled
section in an otherwise dry cave. These
water-filled passages can often lead to rewarding continuations of the dry cave. Special training is required for sump divers, as
this is considered one of the most technical
aspects of cave diving. Sump divers are usually dry cavers who have experience and
training both in dry caving and cave diving.
The majority of fatalities in sump diving are attributed to a lack of
proper training. Sumps
themselves have a very
unforgiving nature; they
are
usually
cold,
cramped, dark (no visibility), and silty. Once on
the other side, the caver
is totally isolated from the
rest of the party and must
8

into the third sump of Nesbitt Spring Cave,
rely on his/her own caving experience.
Arkansas.
Getting a diver to a dive site within a
When two divers are transported to the
cave can be a long and arduous ordeal, even
sump,
the amount of equipment doubles,
in a small cave. On average it takes up to
and
so
does the time it takes to get to the
three cavers to support one diver for a short
dive
site.
It is better if the group divides,
dive (30 minutes). Sump diving is very equipwith
each
team carrying one diver's equipment-intensive, and some of the equipment
ment.
The
diver should be with the team,
is heavy. Below is a list of the typical equiphauling and assisting. Sump diving is usument carried for a short dive at shallow depth
ally carried out solo, and the second diver
(less than 60 feet).
waits in reserve. A system of communicaTanks (2)
30-45 Ibs each
tion should be thoughtfully and carefully
Mask
discussed with each member of the team.
4-151bs
Weights
Once a diver is put into the water the lack of
2-51bs
Regulators (2)
communication can be confusing. It must
Wetsuit
be clear how long the diver will be away
2-41bs
Fins
21bs
Computer
I-SIbs
Dive Lines (2)
I-Sibs
Lights (3)
Watch
Compass
As you can see, there is a
lot of weight to be dealt with
here, and this list does not include equipment for dry cave exploration. Much of the equipment is extremely delicate and
will require additional packing,
which also adds to the overall 1iili1llilo:,;;.:.rIoI ......................
..
from
base.
Another
consideration
is whether
weight. Special care must be taken when
the
diver
will
explore
beyond
the
sump or
hauling dive gear through a cave. If a single
simply
return
to
dive
base.
piece of equipment is damaged, it can jeopThere are several things the diver should
ardize an entire trip. Dive assistants should
do
before
the dive:
be briefed before the trip on what they are
1.
Study
the
sump on a prior trip.
hauling, how to transport each piece of
2.
Plan
equipment
and configurations.
equipment, and what to do if something hap3.
Consider
packing
and transportionpens to the equipment during transport (like
weight
should
be
distributed
equally!
an air valve coming on). Below is a picture I
4.
Figure
how
many
assistants.
took of all the gear it took to put two divers
5. Determine whether the sump silts out.
Divers are a finicky group and should
want to see the sump before hand. This will
give them a good idea of what to use and
how to pack it. It will also aid in what to
look for once the sump is broken. There is a
golden rule for divers: a dive can be called
(shut down) at any time for any reason.
reasons for this may be obvious: an equi
ment failure, zero visibility, etc. Some reasons may not be so obvious and can be
chalked up to diver instinct, although this is
rare.
Once the diver is in the water, there is
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large amounts of continuing cave on
the far side; in some instances these
have even ended up with dry overpasses. Sump divers consider diving
just another aspect of caving-a tool
like vertical, blasting, and mapping.
Whatever it takes to find more cave.
Photos by Ed Corley except where
noted.

much to do except wait. Be prepared
sit for a while. Most sumps do not
offer the greatest place to sit it out, so
bring whatever is necessary to make it
comfortable. Prepare for wet and cold.
In most cases sump dives are successful ventures carried out by divers and
dry cavers together. Diving is not a oneperson venture, but a team effort. Everyone on a hauling team should be
ready to carry their load, divers included.
Many sumps have been broken with

RECOMMENDED READING
Bill Mixon

Cave Diving Books

There have been quite a few Englishlanguage books on cave diving published
over the years, starting with The Log of the
Wookey Hole Exploration Expedition,
1935. Published in 1936 in a press run of
about two hundred, it is, needless to say,
rare. The following books are more recent,
. and all but one are sti 11 available from
.peleobooks
(www.albany.net/e-oldbat.
0Idbat@a1bany.net,or[518]295-7978).Several of them are also available from the NSS
bookstore (www.caves.org,nss@caves.org,
or [256] 852-1300). Or your local bookstore
may be able to order them.
The most recent book is the new edition
of Robert Burgess's The Cave Divers (Aqua
Quest, Locust Valley, New York: 1999; 351
pp. softbound; ISBN 1-881652-11-4. $19.95).
Not especially well written or authoritative,
but a nice collection of cave-diving tales,
some old, some new. See also my review in
the October 1999 NSS News.
The Blue Holes of the Bahamas by the
late Rob Palmer is one of the most beautifully written cave-diving books (Jonathan
Cape, London: 1985; 184 pp. hardbound;
ISBN 0-224-02311-X; available now as_areprint, probably softbound, IS\iN unknown,
for about $20). Tbe other is Palmer's more
recent Deep into Blue Holes (1989), which
seems to be out of print. Both books describe the exploration of the famous blue
holes, deep caves with tidal water flows.
An excellent comprehensive history of
ave
diving is Martyn Farr's The Darkness
•
Beckons, second edition (Diadem Books,
London, and Cave Books, St. Louis: 1991;
280 pp. hardbound; ISBN 0-906371-87-2;
about $35). The earlier edition (1980) was
primarily about cave diving in the United
THE TEXAS eWER

Kingdom, but the second edition is international in scope, if getting a bit dated, given
the rapid pace of invention and discovery
in thefield.
And of course Caverns Measureless to
Man, by the late Sheck Exley (Cave Books,
St. Louis: 1994; 326 pp. softbound, ISBN 0939748-25-8; about $21; hardbound, ISBN
0-939748-33-9, about $32). Tbis has just
been reprinted with minor corrections. I don't
know the ISBN of the reprint. The story of
this most famous American cave diver's career through about 1990 is a must read.
In the realm of instruction books, there
are numerous small books, either introductory or specialized, but the main manuals
published by the major cave-diving organizations here and in the UK are: NSS Cave
Diving Manual: An Overview, edited by Joe
Presser and H. V. Grey (Cave Diving Section
of the NSS, Branford, Florida: 1992; 377 pp.
softbound, $25); The Art of Safe Cave Diving, by Jeff Bozanic, et al. (National Association for Cave Diving, Gainesville, Florida:
1995; 221 pp. softbound, ISBN 0-938337-009, about $35); and Cave Diving: The Cave
Diving Group Manual, edited by Graham
Balcombe et aJ. (Mendip Publishing,
Somerset, England: 1990; 268 pp. softbound,
ISBN 0-905903-14-5, £18, about $30). These
are all interesting reading, even if you are
not interested in actually participating in
cave diving. If you are interested in cave
diving, note that just reading some books is
not sufficient.
Cave diving is obviously an unusual
activity that fascinates scuba divers and
even the general public, and there is a steady
stream of magazine articles, if you keep your
eyes open. The fact that cave diving is also

a commercial activity, with many well-known
divers feeding themselves (or at least their
habits) as paid instructors, not to mention
all the expensive gear and even some specialized cave-diving resorts in Florida and
Mexico, may also account for the prevalence
of magazine articles. Cave-diving material is
especially common in "technical diving"
magazines such as Immersed and Advanced
Diver Magazine. The fall 1999 issue of Immersed, for example, contains three cavediving articles, including one on the
Woodville Karst Plains Project in Florida.
The July 1999 issue of Dive, from England,
contains an article on European diver Olivier
Isler and his long underwater penetration
into the Doux de Coly, France. The nicest
cave-diving article I've ever read in a magazine appeared in the summer 1988 Ocean
Realm. It is about one of Sheck Exley's deep
dives in the Maute resurgence and was written by Ned DeLoach. A more general-interest magazine, National Geographic Adventure, ran an article on Bill Stone's recent
Wakulla Springs project in its summer 1999
issue. You never know where you'll find
something. The immensely fat British magazine FHM had a rather tacky cave-diving
article in its June 1998 issue: "Using all their
strength to pull the bloated cadaver toward
a waiting body bag. .." I suppose one
shouldn't be surprised that the article was a
bit tacky, as the magazine seems to mainly
feature things like the two-page how-to article on cunnilingus in the same issue.
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Sotano de Amezcua 1999

A.D. Milhallin excerpted from The Maverick Bull
On July 21,1999, Melanie Alspaugh, Don
Broussard, Allan Cobb, Christine Krejca,
Jean Krejca, and RD. Milhollin went to
Coahilla, Mexico, south of Del Rio, Texas.
Jean Krejca is aPh.D. candidate atthe University of Texas at Austin and the current

away, it goes into a wide but very low crawl
that led to a smallish canyon, then to a downstream sump. We made camp at the upper
end of the main room by leveling areas big
enough to sleep on. We set up a camp
kitchen. A latrine was set up in one of the

kitted np and entered the sump. The in-water visibility quickly dropped to negligible,
and after about 20 minutes of trying I was
unable to determine what I felt was a way
through. With air supplies in the twin sidemounted 40-cubic foot capacity tanks dimin-

side rooms below the slope. All drinking water was brought in, and all
waste taken out.
The next day work began. Jean
has visited Amezcua several times in
the past and has developed
a
method of "tattooing" the cave cat-

The entrance

of Sotano de Amezcua. Photo
by Allan Cobb.

president ofthe U.T. Grotto. The purpose of
the trip to Sotano de Amezcua was Jean's
ongoing study of a species of blind cave
catfish. genus Prietella. At the entrance to
Sotano de Amezcua, the thick bed of gravel
that makes up the surface landscape is exposed down to about 50 feet, where bedded
limestone shows through. In that rock are
two holes, each leading straight down 70
meters (about
230 feet) to
the

main

chamber.
About
half
way down, the

fish that allows her to identify each
one uniquely without harming them.
This method depends on colored pigments placed under the skin in different parts of the body. Jean began
her work in the cave by taking note

of the fish she could see and identify at both the upstream and downstream
sumps. Water clarity was not as good as
had been noted during previous trips, possibly due to recent rainstorms in the area. I
was assigned the task of looking into the
downstream sump, and Don and Allan were
glad to help. The dive gear was divided up
between the
three of us,
and we began the trip
through the

two chimneys
join

together

to

form

a

single chamber

and then converge again, so
we had two
completely

separate

ac-

R.D.Milhollin

Camp in Sotano de Amezcua. Photo by Allan Cobb.

low area. It
was about 30
meters (l00
feet)
long
and the ceiling quickly
lowered
to
the
point
that the only
way through

cess routes. We rigged a handline from the
axle of Jean's truck to the rigging points and
one by one took OUf gear into the cave. The
slope was steep and the rounded cobbles
are easily dislodged, so caution was necessary at all times. The main chamber is about
50 feet wide with a steeply sloping rocky

was to crawl on one's back with nose and
mouth to the ceiling, while dragging the gear
bags behind with a free hand. Don led the

tloor. At the lower end of the room a stream,
flowing out of an upstream sump, runs under and through the floor. A short crawl

tine tall passage, but which ended in a sump
after a few hundred feet. Here we reviewed
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way, and Allan and I followed, not quite believing what he had done was really possible. At the far end, a short duck-under led
to the small canyon, which opened up into

protocol

and planned

procedures,

then I

at the upstream
Allan Cobb,

sump. Photo by

ished by a third, our team began the exit t~
the main room, stopping along the way t.,
engage in some caver-hydraulics.
Don
noted that the water in the long, low
crawlway was held in place by a couple of
large gravel banks, so he directed an effort
to dig the stream passage deeper, allowing
more water to head downstream. Within 30
minutes the water in the crawlway had lowered by almost ten centimeters (four inches).
This made the trip back much less exciting.
That evening Jean decided that she and I
should make a tandem dive through the previously explored and lined upstream sump.
Our goal was for her to check out the next
sump that had been discovered on a previous trip. She led a group to the surface to
gather up and transport her dive gear to the
site. That night the food was inexplicably
delicious, and was followed by Allan's generous rations of Dove chocolates,
which
came accompanied by appropriate "fortune
cookie" sayings.
Jn the morning following breakfast, we
geared at the pool, and Jean began the dive
preparations
at the side of the upstream
sump. When appropriate checks were don.!,
she dove through first, and I followed. Thlfll
first sump was tight in some places, but actually had some visibility once the initial restriction was passed. Several marked and
unmarked cave catfish were visible as I took
THE TexAS CAVER
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time referencing the passage. At the
other side Jean was waiting in a chamber
completely plastered in mud. Deep mud covered the floor, and a mud bank on one side
made a convenient place to leave my diving
gear as Iprepared to assist Jean move across
the air-filled passage upstream. We each
grabbed a fin and a tank and traveled sJowly
up the mud streambed, traversing a large
fissure-controlled room that resembled a
gothic chapel. This led into a short pool area
that required wading, and then ended at the
sump. My arm was the only tie-off point
available for the dive line, and before she
submerged, Jean took a tent stake left as a
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Sotano de Amezcua 1998

Jean Krejca

survey marker from a previous trip to tie the

line to if and when she found passage on
the far side. As the light from her light faded,
the sounds of the cave became apparent.
There were dripping sounds as water and
mud flakes fell from the ceiling all along the
passage behind me. Icould feel Jean mov-
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Jean Krejca heaJs~in~toki!t!!Jh""e
",u..om-p.
by Allau Cobb.
ing through the sump through the line I held
in my hand, and after about seven minutes I

felt a strong tug at the other end. I gave
slack and felt no other tension for around
five minutes, when the telltale feeling of a
diver traveling along a line resumed. When
she surfaced, Jean explained that she had
indeed found an air chamber, but that the
line she was carrying ended below the water level, so the tug I felt was her trying to
pull any free slack up so she could tie another length of dive line to the short end
she held. The room goes only a short distance before sumping

again. More explora-

tion is needed.
During our dive, the other team members had been busy transporting all the camp
ear
to the surface, Following our return to
•
he main room, we dekitted and began to
climb back up with wet dive gear and halffull tanks. Jean elected to carry both of her
tanks at once, but Ichose to make two trips.
The sun was blazing as we emerged, and
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the cold beers stashed in Dan's super-cooler
were ajust reward for the hard work we had
completed. We visited the windmill water
tank on the way out just to confirm that it
held cool, clear, swimming-quality water. (It

did.) ThIS tnp to Sotano de Amezcua was
exciting and fun-filled, but more work remains, both in the study of the cavefish
populations and in the exploration of passages beyond the sumps.
II
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Diving In 0-9 Well

R.D. Milhollin

of the water upon exit. I descended first, tied
0-9 Well sits under a steel windmill, sethe initial rope to the rebelay point, and let
curely gated, amidst the monotonic backthe looped rope drop into the pit. As I findrop of northern Sonoran Desert / southished my descent and de-rigged, Brian lowern Edward's Plateau environment of
ered
the two bags of gear we would have to
widely-scattered mesquite trees and apparcarry
back to the sump, this in addition to
ently thriving stands of a variety of cacti.
The descent of 127 feet
(40 meters) is interrupted
by a single rebelay. Most
of the way one just follows the well casing
down into a tall, narrow
room bisected by a funning stream. From here,
the caver has the option
of turning upstream into
hours of deep mud and
tight squeezes. Downstream, a series of
rimstone pools in narrowwalled Cflnyon passage R.D. prepares to dive the upstream sump. Photo by Brian Pate.
leads to four vertical drops into large rooms;
our own personal cave packs. We agreed to
the cave ends in a muddy sump room. Upbe extra careful and to travel slowly to ministream, after about two hours of muddy, obmize the possibility of mishap, any of which
structed canyon caving, the passage
would be difficult to recover from in a reachanges to wet, low stream crawl. The presonable time.
vious trip was highly structured and superBrian had only been downstream before
vised by the ubiquitous Terry Holsinger.
this trip, and was probably not prepared for
Survey teams had leapfrogged several hunthe very different conditions upstream. 1had
dred feet in the upstream crawl to a sump.
initially estimated the trip to last about ten
The trip of August 8-9,1998, began with
hours, but as we discussed the logistics toa call from Brian Pate of Dallas, who had
gether, we lowered the expectation to eight
been advised by cave manager Walter
hours. Walterlater admitted he mentally alFeaster of an open date for a trip. I agreed to
lowed us an additional two or three hours to
attend and share a ride out to the remote
account for unknowns. Brian was dressed
site. I anticipated a low turnout due to the
in a medium thickness wetsuit, and I opted
concurrent NSS Convention, but it was a
for a full layer of polypropylene, layered with
little lighter than I expected: Walter, Brian,
cotton and covered with a set of polyester I
and I were the only attendees. We discussed
cotton coveralls. Entering the well at 11:00
the possibilities, and, aware of the dangers
am, we expected to return around 7:00 pm.
of a two-person team quite a ways into an
The pace we set initially was not demandoften-difficult passage, we proposed keeping. The stream meanders in and out of the
ing the plan 1 had developed the previous
passage for the first hour, then transits
week. Since his vertical gear had not made
through a lower level not accessible to
the trip with him, Walter would stay on the
cavers. Brian was happy to delay a few minsurface and deal with the heat and the gnats,
utes to sit in a pool to cool off. When the
which proliferated, most likely due to the
water passage played out, and just the kneeeffects of rain that had muddied the roads a
deep mud was left to contend with, he was
few days prior to our arrival. We only had to
pretty miserable, especially in the hour-long
rig the initial 20 feetto the rebelay. 0-9 Well
crawl. This was easy-going for me, but about
is stage derigged: there are ropes fixed in
three hours into the trip the tables were rethe cave that are pulled up and secured out
versed. When we entered the water passage
12

past the crawl spaces, the wetsuit Brian wore
was perfect. He was able to float and just
pull himself along, dragging his camera case
behind on a lanyard. I was forced to knucklewalk along the mud banks, avoiding immersion as much as possible. This procedure
puts considerable pressure on the lower
back, and performing it was the least pleasant part of the experience for me. My frustration and pain were made no less bearable
seeing Brian happily floating along like an
otter. After an hour of this, we were chestdeep in the water and facing the end of the
survey, the upstream sump.
One of our objectives was to photograph
some of the cave for the benefit of those
who are vertically challenged, or who have
accidentally overheard veterans of the upstream passage describing the rigors. We
carefully positioned the camera case so it
would not fall into the water, and I secured
the "waterproof" dry-bag my dive gear wa
carried in so it would be easy to kit up. Brian
set up the camera, and I positioned the
strobes. We had carried an aluminum 13cubic foot tank and Poseidon
Odin
(Jetstream) brand regulator assembled to
minimize the possibility of an air loss in the
event the valve was bumped during transport. This system was attached to a waist
belt. The other dive gear I used was a single
Pelican Super Sabrelite, a small facemask,
and a small DiveRite reel with braided nylon
line. My caving helmet was removed once
the mask was in place and the dive was ready

R.D. disappears into the sump. Photo by
Brian Pate.
•
to commence. My plan was very limited: fin~"
out if there was caver-usable air space a
breath-hold distance on the other side. If
there was, the survey could be extended without too much fuss and bother. After the short
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dive line and

return.

e would then stow the camera and dive
gear and haul them out of the cave.
In order to allow for contingencies while
in the zero-visibility water, I computed the
approximate amount of time lbat one-third
of my on-board air supply would last, about
four minutes with severa! conservative factors built in. Unfortunately, as I turned the
air on, a free-flow from
the regulator wasted
much of the air. Tbe
safety factor had to be
refigured, this time allowing only about two

2000

became useless; the beam could

not

be

seen

at all until held about six inches from the
mask. The water stayed about the same
depth, and the ceiling stayed smooth. I felt
the passage contours and determined that
it held approximately the same size and shape
as before itsumped, except that I did not find
the eccentric erosional
remnants that decorated the air-exposed
walls behind me. I
stayed along the ceiling, feeJing with extended hand for telltale
splashing that would
indicate air above. I
found none in the time

and a half minutes of
allotted forthe dive. As
bottom time. I waited in
I turned to begin the
the neck-deep water
exit, the hip-mounted
for a few minutes while
tank briefly became enBrian took a few pho- R.D. emerges from the sump. Photo by tangled in the thin
tos. During this wait I
Brian Pate.
guideline. I had anticistarted shivering. I had to get busy with the
pated this andhad kept tbe attachment point
.ve
and then get out of the water passage
clear of any other line-entanglement hazards,
•
soon as possible in order to avoid the
so the problem was only an inconvenience,
effects of the cold. Hypothermia, even in
although it did absorb some of the time almild cases, can cause poor judgment, which
lotted for the exit. The poor visibility promight result in an accident, something we
hibited reliance on the attached tank prescould not afford to risk.
sure gauge to determine how much air was
As I submerged, the light I held quickly
used, so I bad to count to myself as I con-

ducted the search for air passage. In doing
this I inadvertently overstayed tbe time my
air supply allowed. Soon after surfacing in
front of Brian, the tank ran dry! I wiU need to
get a slightly larger bottle for future explorationsof this kind.
The dive itself was relatively uneventful, and although the objective was achieved,
I was disappointed that I failed to find the
desired air-filJed passage on the other side.
On the trip back to the rope, fatigne slowed
us down. We stopped more frequently to
rest than on the way in. Once I was moving
again, I felt warmer, although I knew that
this was a temporary effect. Upon leaving
the water passage and emerging iota a chamber where we could stand up, we promptly
laid down and, with lights off, rested for 30
to 40 nainutes. After this refreshing break,
we continued the exit, and emerged to
Walter's relief only two hours later than originally planned. The next day Brian and I went
downstream and photograpbed the waterfaU (second) drop. AUin all, the trip was exciting time well spent. There is still air-filled
going passage upstream that needs to be
surveyed. We know now that for the time
being the upstream sump must remain impassable, at least until a more comprehensive exploration of the underwater passage
can be made.

TSS Photo Archives Caption Contest
Here it is, the first TSS Pboto Arcliives
Caption Contest! This is your chance to
show the rest of the Texas caving community how clever you are, and win a prize.
The TSS photo archives contain slides
and prints dating back to the begining of
organized Texas caving in the 1950's. The
collection has thousands of great pictures
documenting the rise of Texas caving. There
are cave entrances, passages, and formations, group portraits and action shots, resource documentation, and social scenes.
There's also an abundance of really unusual images. We'll be featuring some of
those here for the caption contest.
The rules are simple: write a caption to
go with the picture and, by the end of February, send it to <joeivy@interserv.com>or
119J6 Bluebonnet, Manchaca, TX 78652.
We'll pick the best one. The winner gets a
$10 gift certificate from Gonzo Guano Gear.
13
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New Guy In a Wet Cave

Michael Cunningham & A.D. Milhollin
The following is based on a narrative by
Michael Cunningham written a few weeks
following the incident described. Michael is
a new caver from San Antonio who is rapidly gaining a reputation in the underground
as an enthusiastic caver, as well as a fine
chef. The commentary is by R.D. Milhollin,
caver and teacher from Arlington Texas, also
a cavern diver instructor for the NSS Cave
Diving Section and the National Association of Underwater Instructors (NAUI). The
setting is the Kendall County Cave Project
based at Cave Without a Name (CWAN), a
well-known commercial cave nearBoerne,
Texas. The project cavers had been dispersed all day checking leads on neighboring ranches, including a 20~meterpit and a
water-passage cave thatleads to a diveable
sump. On this day Michael had been doing
restoration work in CWAN.
"It was a beautiful, hot, summer's day
at Cave Without a Name" I had just finished my sixth trip up those stairs with two
buckets full of gravel and mud when the
recently-returnedcaving group announced
they were going to take a side trip to Dead
Man's Cave, the CWAN resurgence and a
major local water cave. Would I like to go?
Hell yeah! Now this would only be the third
cave that I had been in that didn't have
stairs and pavement. But being a new guy
in caving, I'm up for just about anything.
We discussed the demands of wet caving,
and Mike, the guide on duty, insisted I borrow his wetsuit. I grabbed a few lights and
we headed out." Dead Man's Cave is not
far from the CWAN property, a small cliff
that conceals the securely-gated cave entrance. It takes a little squeeze to get
through, but after a short stoop passage,
the cave quickly opens into walking corridor.Almost immediately your feet are in the
water, and before long a caver is submerged
to chest level in cool groundwater.
"We started into Dead Man's Cave in
high spirits. The water was up after the recent six-inch downpour. After 20 minutes we
found out just how cold the water was.
Kevin, another new caver, started getting
hypothermia because he wasn't wearing a
wctsuit. Karen and James took him out of
the cave. RD. and I were comfortable and

.

well equipped with waterproof lights, and
we decided to continue on. The point of departure was a short duck-under, and from
that time on we spent a lot of time with water
up to our necks. "Vertically challenged" as
we are (about 5'8" tall each), we spent a lot
of time treading water. I had listened to the
"Old Heads" tell their war stories about caving. After hearing how you could float
through small air spaces with the help of a
wetsuit, I decided I should do that in a two-
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areas where the caver IS required to maneuver the head through solutional and depositional ceiling formations. Using the wetsuit
for flotation is actually a requirement in many
areas, but when negotiating the low areas, it
seems to work better to have the body
aligned vertically under oneself to better
control the elevation above water one needs
to keep mouth or nose. As we went through
these areas, I remember commenting that I
wish we had snorkels. As the low areas and
duck-unders are passed, communication
with one's partner is limited, voices are
muffled. Wewent single file with me leading,
often sitting with head below water while
feeling for air spaces ahead. Luckily I had a
dive mask, which made it possible to swim
ahead and look for passage continuation below the surfacebefore out feet kicked up the

fine silt fromthe bottom.As I passed through
one of the low areas I heard an unaccu
tamed sound behind me. I maneuver
around to face the sound but could not see
,"1l1\tlU~L.U.j 'l>l:;fP~~'N";
""~
the source. I quickly slipped on the mask
\
that was around my neck and submerged.
[Underwater
I could barely see erratic light
patterns, and immediately surmised that
~ --'e'Michael was having some kind of trouble. I
took a deep breath and began swimming underwater toward the splashing. He was
caught under some remnant ceiling projections in a space too small to come up in. He
was thrashingthe water but not making any
real progress; I grabbed his upper arm and
""'
began swimming with all my strength to
where I had last surfaced.
As his head broke the surface in the small
space, he was in greatdistress; the first thing
to three-inch airspace. BAD IDEA' My helhe wanted to do was remove the helmet,
met bumped the ceiling and pushed me unwhich was all right, since we had adequate
der. When I came up I was already churning
overhead. I was afraid he might lose conthe water.This makes it really hardto get air sciousness since he had been struggling
into your lungs. After starting to panic, I
underwater for several seconds, so I held
realized my only hope was to get close
him up while he worked to restore a steady
enough to RD. so that he could get hold of
breathing pattern. We were both shaking as
me. I scrambled ahead, using the ceiling to
we stood in the dark As his coughing subpush and claw my way to R.D. Just as I
sided he quickly regained composure. Aft
thought that someone would have to tell
a few minutes we began discussing whatha
my mom that I had died in a cave, I felt his
happened, where we were in the cave, and
hand grab my arm. Amore welcome feeling I
what our next set of actions should be. I was
have never felt"
very impressed that, although he had been
The layout of the cave features several
visibly shaken only minutes before, Michael
_0,"
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~lected
to proceed slowly ahead to see how
~uch
further the air-filled passage continued. It wasn't far, and by now we were both
fully recovered from the recent experience
and were discussing detailed procedures for
preventing the same type of incident from
recurring during exit from the cave. The chief
culprit in Michael's unfortunate experience
was a helmet-mounted caving light, the same
type many of us use for a wide range of
caving activities. In the short airspace passages, if one tries to raise the chin to get
nose or mouth out of the water to breathe,
the headlamp can interfere by lodging
against the ceiling. We discussed this and
decided that the problem could be avoided
in most instances by rotating the neck and
head to the side in order to breathe.
"Of course we had to go through the
same low air space to get out of the cave.
We just took our time and talked about each
low area as we came to it. Don't think it was
all bad. Once the lowest points were passed,

•
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we played in the mud, saw cool formations,
I found a bat, and just generally had fun."
Cave diving in the U.S. is usually thought
of as divers practicing their sport in submerged caves, but outside of Florida the
more usual scenario is cavers using breathhold techniques to pass short, sometimes
seasonal 'sumps. Cave explorers with or without SCUBA training routinely pass through
short breath-hold sumps in order to extend
their range in otherwise air-filled cave passage. The trip described above involved no
special gear other than wetsuits and waterproof lights. The practice of passing sumps
on held breath is full of hazards, including
inadequate overhead airspace, toxic atmospheres (low oxygen / high carbon dioxide,
hydrocarbons, sulfur compounds), hypothermia, disorientation, vertigo, entrapment in
small passages, team separation, enlargement of sumps to impassable dimensions
due to weather events, and the list goes on.
Exploration past low air spaces or breath-

hold sumps requires more planning, preparation, and specialized equipment than normal caving. Anyone anticipating significant
time in a cave that requires submersion in
water should wear adequate insulative clothing, usually a wetsuit, and all lights (minimum three per caver) should be waterproof.
If the cave lends itself to flash flooding, the
weather forecast should be consulted before the rrip commences. Helmets with lights
attached to the side rather than in front could
help cavers avoid the incident Michael experienced in Dead Man's. Michael sums it
up nicely, and from experience: "it was a
learning process, and anyone else thinking
about going into a water-filled cave should
just think about what they're getting into.
Wet caves are different than dry caves."

A Really Good Idea

Bill Russell Adapted from David Owen

If you have been living for a really long
time, as I have, you probably don't need
me to tell you that life can get a little boring. Oh, boy, can it get boring. But there
are quite a few little tricks and other things
you can do to make it a lot more exciting
and just plain fun. Here's one of them: Go
caving.
One of the things I like best about caving is that it is really a lot of fun. How much
fun? Flying a kite, going to the circus, riding
a horse, going out for ice cream-add all
those things together and multiply by two.
Seem like a lot? Sure does. But not even
halfway to caving.
Getting in the mood for caving is easy.
Just think about the alternatives, drinking
beer or going to the movies. That should
do the rrick. Sometimes household chores
can put you in a caving frame of mind. Doing the laundry or mowing the grass can
make you suddenly think, "Whoops, I know
hat
I want to do."
Don't worry - there's no right or wrong
•
way to go caving. lust start doing it, and
take it from there. You will learn as you go,
and discover the more you do, the better it
is. It's that much fun.
THE TEXAS CAVER

When is the best time to go caving? How
about any day of the week that ends in "d-ay." Try caving on the way home from work.
You're already in your car, so why not? Feeling bored? Caving is the perfect change of
pace. Worried about work? Going caving
will take your mind off your job. Lost your
significant other? Go caving. Still can't sleep

and feel lonely ...well, you get the idea.
Butdon'ttake my word for it Try caving
for yourself and see if you don't agree. Caving is more popular than ever. And I really
think you are going to like it, too. If you
don't, though, then you better keep it to
yourself, because I can tell you right now
that I am honestly not going to believe you.

Bill Russell in Cave X, 1975. Photo by Ronnie Fieseler.
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TRIP REPORT
Jerry Fant

Hell Creek Cave

Several years passed, and I gained divwe could only see our own lights right in
that occurred often. The line ran over my
ing experience during several sump dives
our face. At this point I got the thumbs up
helmet into my light and then onto my valves
and trips to Florida. Jeff and I had been
from Jeff, meaning to exit the cave. Back
on my back. I gave up on trying to untangle
diving Hell Creek Cave, Arkansas, now for a
down at75 feet the passage cleared to where
myself and opted to wait for Jeff, since he
year. We reached the entrance to the sump
we could see again. My drysuit was leaking
would come across me by running his hand
by dropping a 160-foot shaft. With a good
and the 54-degree water was starting to get
on the dive line. After several moments, he
background in dry caving and many friends
cold. After over an hour from the Lake Room,
did not show, and I began to get nervous. I
who helped with these efforts, we passed
we emerged with the message that we hadn't
was now sure that my air was getting real
the first sump to the Lake Room. The Lake
gotten through Sump Three yet. Our porlow. Where was Jeff' Again, thoughts of
Room could also be reached by dry cavers
ters helped us across again, stirring up the
dying started to creep in, panic only a short
through a passage halfwa down the 160mud in the stream. [ was a little cold and
ste awa. Did he find the correct route and
foot drop, followed
go out of the sump on
by 150 feet of level
the pit side? I pulled out
passage, and then a
my knife to cut the dive
50-foot
pit that
line and started to reach
sumps. Our dive at
back and cut. Then, I
the base of the pit
thought to myself that
was about 150 feet
he could also be in
long and 15 feet deep
trouble. As I was putthrough breakdown.
ting the knife back in th
Once on the other
sheath, Jeff came
side, we had to swim
hom behind and began
for 50 feet to reach
to unravel the mess]
shallow water where
was in. We swam back
we could walk. From
to the Lake Room, to the
here we had two poramazement of the porters to help us walk
ters, and discussed
through knee-deep
what just happened.
mud 200 feet to the
Jeff had previously
next sump. Jeff and I
dove and surveyed
had rigged a phone
Sump One solo. He had
Main Stream Passage, Hell Creek Cave, Stone County, Arkansas. Photo by Jerry Fant.
line through
the
tied a side line directly
sump to aid our return, and to test the phone
getting a little Iowan air as we started out of
into the main line, which is not standard pracfor running through sumps. We made the
the last sump. Jeff was in the lead, although
tice. Having forgotten abont this, both of
next sump without falling down too much.
I could not see him or his light. I did find a
us followed this dead-end line in zero visStirring up mud, we knew that we would
fin as he kicked me in the face! I waited a
ibility. After discussing this, Jeff submerged
have low visibility for our return as we
couple of seconds before proceeding and
and radioed over that all was clear, and the
headed upstream.
fonnd myself with two Jines in my hand. I
lines were now properly fixed.
Snmp Two is a short dive about 80 feet
had gloves on, my hands were very cold at
We both learned some things about
long and 15 feet deep into a room that we
this point, and I could not tell the difference
sump diving by making mistakes, but we
had found on a previous dive. We waded
in the dive line or the phone line. Knowing
also had the proper training (Cave Diver
across, shot some pictures, and started on
that the phone line ran to the right, I could
Training) that gave us the ability to deal with
our long and deep dive. Previously, we had
feel movement on the left. Dropping the right
problems without losing control of ourdove this for about 45 minutes at 75 feet of
line and continuing down the left, I soon
selves. Sump diving is considered an addepth to a breakdown pile. The breakdown
found Jeff giving me the turn around signal.
vanced form of cave diving. There are many
pile seemed to be heading up at this point,
Not arguing with signals underwater, I rethings that can and do go wrong, but pan'
and the rocks were huge. All previous attreated to a point that was familiar to me in
is the one thing that cannot be "backed up
tempts have silted out to no visibility. This
this passage. Soon I was engulfed in dive
by a diver. Beyond training, the ability to
dive was no exception: the exhaust bubbles
line, Iowan air, cold, and tired. Being unable
keep cool is the diver's number one tool.
from our breathing knocked the silt down
to see made the job of untangling myself
from the breakdown above to a point where
difficult, but low visibility was something
t6
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PROJECT REPORT

Colorado Bend

Dale Barnard
October 8-11,1999.
The first Colorado
Bend Project weekend of the season turned

Chad Kocurek, and Todd R. Seibel hiked to
the Windmill Pasture to begin their descrip-

shoe

out to be one of the largest ever. Ten teams
did 232.25 manhonrs of volunteer work.
The weather made for perfect indoor/out-

tions at Nopalitos, then SAB196, then Dog
and Butterfly Cave, then Sore Back Cave.
They went to Don't Fit Pit and found bad

diggable.
They surveyed back about 45
meters, and there is a little more to survey.

door work, although there was a fair deal
of bad-air situations in some caves.
Team I: Howard
Haddock,
Wade
Larson, Yvonne Schmiedecke,
Jeff Rank,
and Jeff Farroni looked for previously-dis-

air as usual. They then went to Horseshoe
Crevice, Gorman Creek Crevice, and Mystery Hole before returning to the car.
Team 7: Melonie Alspaugh, Robin S.
Havens,
Charlie
Savvas,
and Andy

Addison,

covered caves to write descriptions in the

Gluesenkamp removed trash from Horse-

Windmill Pasture.
Team 2: Jonathan Wilson, Eric Bubeck,
Randy Brown, and Roberta Snider entered

in the east

passage.

Team 8: Aimee Beveridge,

Cave. It was even worse at -18 meters, so
they drew a sketch and photographed
the
entrance. At SAB235, they said that the entrance promises to really trap someone vertically since it is so small. They entered the

rea
•

Turner,

Kimberly Davis, and Val Sheppard spent
three hours searching for Beginner's Luck.
They found a cave thar fit the surface description of a previous map, but the SAB
Continued

on p.19.

SAB 108 ~ San Saba County, Texas

6rellkc;lown

/'

E'ntranoe

It)

_cave"
on the way to Elmo's Hole and Por~pine
Cave that we called "Grand Cedar
Cave" because the tag is on a huge cedar
trunk. It needs a little work to open the entrance enough to get in. They then found
the other caves by systematic ridge walk-

Gate Cave and two others. They encountered bad air in the entrance of Red Gate

Aaron

David Turner, Meredith

and exited.
Team 3: Dale Barnard, Ben Wright, Debbie
Blackburn,
and Brian Gaas found a new

face survey.
Team 4: Tim Stich, Julie McGilvray, and
Sunit Sikri were sent to locate and enter Red

passage

Turtle Shell Cave

SAB18 and started the survey in the big
room below the vertical entrance. They surveyed approximately
70 meters into bad air

ing. The ream tried to survey Elmo's Hole,
but did only two shots. Only Debbie fit into
the cave, and the air was too bad. They successfully surveyed Porcupine Cave and then
tied it back to Great Cedar Cave using sur-

The

doesn't currently continue, but it might be

Cllml:»lble

o

Pit (difficull)
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TURTLE SHELL CAVE (SAB 108) -Aaron Addison
Description: Turtle Shell Cave is a single main room enterable from two entrances. One
entrance is a fissure about one meter wide and three meters long. The other entrance
is a tight crevice 30 centimeters wide and 40 centimeters long. Both are about four
meters deep. The single room is about ten meters in diameter and one to two meters
high. Opposite the main entrance, a circular chimney slopes steeply down for a total of

crevice ofSAB236 and easily climbed down,
bur the passage is too tight to get down on
one's stomach to crawl. The air quality was

about five meters before ending in a short crawl.
!lli!Qry: October 13, 1962: Tom Pbillips, Terry Raines, and James Reddell explored the
cave. They found a turtle shell on the floor giving the cave its name. After the winter
rains of 1992, cavers noted two small, low passages. They had apparently been plugged
and heavy water flow opened them. The cave was surveyed as a part of the ongoing

fine though.
Team 5: Will Harris, Julie Sandefur, An-

TSA project in conjunction with the Texas Parks and Wildlife and Colorado Bend State
Park. Turtle Shell Cave is one of many eaves that Park personnel lead wild cave tours

K. Moore, Steve Wear, and lena

through.
~:
A small collection of invertebrates included a blind millipede, Cambala speobia
(Chamberlinj.an
epigeon millipede, Narceus amaricanus (Beauvios), and collembolans,

oneycutt began the survey of A.SoS. Hole
from the surface and did five stations before the air became too bad to breathe. There
is a lot more passage left to survey.
Team 6: Travis Scott, Amanda
TNE TEXAS CAVER

Pseudosinella violenra (Folsom).
Reddell, J.R.1965. A Checklist of the Cave Fauna of
Texas. I. The Invertebrata (Exclusive of Insecta). TexasJ. Sci. 17(2): 143-187. Ref.: TSS.

Bibliography:IO,0.2160,2160,
Finke,
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BUDGET CAVER
Rebecca Jones

I

II
I

OK, so you're not ready to take up cave
diving, but a wetsuit has use~ in "dry" caving too. The week before r moved to Texas
I'd been on a trip to Mel-ails Cave, in upstate New York. Snowmelt made the stream
38 degrees. I wore a wet suit. Two weeks
after Imoved here, we went to Honey Creek.
"The water's 72 degrees," 1 said. "I don't
need a wet suit!" Joe insisted. I hate it when
he's right. Stay fully submerged
long
enough, and you can get hypothermic even
if the water's 90 degrees. Wetsuits work by
trapping a thin layer of water next to the
skin. That water is warmed to body temperature and isolated from the water around you
by closed-cell neoprene foam. When you
get out of the water, the warm stuff in your
wetsuit drains (this happens subtly). When
you get back into the water, the suit fills up
with cold water (this happens abruptly). A
wet suit needs to fit fairly well. Too big, water will run through continually. Too tight,
it'll hinder mobility. Really too light, it'Il constrict capillary blood now,
Just because a wetsuit keeps you warm
when submerged, where you're most vulnerable, don't assume that a wetsuit's the
best thing to keep you warm in every situation. (Kinepak is great for enlarging tight
places, but would you use it to clean out
your ears?) If you're just going to swim, then
a wetsuit's ideal. Most caves aren't so
straightforward. What will best keep you
warm on any given trip depends on the cave,
the nature of the trip, and how your body
handles heat and cold.
So what exactly is involved with temperature regulation? In cold, dry caves,
wetsuits aren't great at keeping you warm,
especially if you're moving slowly. To prevent radiant heat loss, you want bulky insulators, like fleece, polypropylene, or wool,
which trap warm air. If the cave's breezy,
wearing a trash bag or other windbreaker
will slow convective heat loss better than
more expensive items. If you're damp, a
wetsuit will slow, but not prevent, evaporative heat loss. When you exert yourself, a
wetsuit will trap sweat. You're producing
heat much faster than you can dissipate it;
imagine climbing rope in a portable sauna.
However, sitting around in a damp wetsuit,

~

Cheap Wetsuits
you can lose heat for hours, Remember all
those Honey Creek pictures of cavers shivering in steam clouds? Wetsuits help prevent conductive heat loss. Dense, closedcell foam protects from direct contact with
colder things, i.e, between you and the
ground or water. In caves where you're going to be in and out of the water, it's a tossup between protection while immersed and
protection in the air.
So you do decide on a wetsuit, but they
ain't cheap, You can get thin (three millimeter), short suits from Sam's for around $50
when they're in season. You can spend several hundred dollars for thicker suits at dive
shops, A decent Farmer John (sleeveless
with long legs) will run about $100. Full-body
suits are closer to $200. Remember, no
wetsuits are designed for caving. Without
an oversuit, a wetsuit will show signs of
abuse far faster than your regular caving
clothes. Unless you're one of those rare
cavers who is careful to avoid jagged, grabby,
and abrasive things (i.e. cave surfaces), you
might as well consider a wetsuit trashed after the first trip. So what to do?
You could haunt the sale tables at outdoor stores: good luck. Used wetsuits are
probably a better option. Dive shops that
rent suits periodicalJy sell off old ones. Pawnshops, flea markets, and garage sales are all
great places to look, too. Remember, wetsuits
shrink over time. If you can't tryon a used
suit before you buy it, be sure it's at least
one size too big. If you have an option, go
for nylon-covered neoprene, which holds
up better.

a glue designed for wetsuits. It can be used
to filJ in holes, replace kneepads, and even
close blown-out seams. For long-term
wetsuit maintenance, you can repair major
damage by patching on pieces of older suits,
While a wetsu.it isn't something every
new caver should run out to buy, if you cave
long enough, eventually you'll wish you had
one. For most wet caves in Texas, you can
probably make do with most any old thing,
A wetsuit is definitely one thing that you
don't have to spend a fortune on.

So you've found a used suit of questionable parentage. Does it smell bad? (Does
your own suit smell bad?) Ibet it does. Rinsing it thoroughly after each trip will help.
Dry It In a shady place, Soaking it in fabric
softener will mask the stench for a whilelong enough to get it on, at least. There are
also several products like Mirazime that can
eliminate the crud that causes that lovely
wetsuit bouquet.

During Thanksgiving
and Christmas,
cavers took nearly a dozen bags of clothes
and school supplies to the villages of
Tamapatz, Paxalja, Tampaxal, La Union de la
Guadalupe, LaLinja, and Santa Catarina, in
San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Most of this was
stuff that Christy Quintana had gathered.
The kids Christy worked with in Texas have
continued to collect clothes, shoes, toys,
and school supplies for kids in Mexic
There's a lot that needs to be distributed,
If you're going to Mexico and can take
things with you, please contact Aimee
Beveridge at 5 .12-444-4881 or Becky Jones
at 512-292- 1878 or <;joeivy@interserv.cOm>,

After a few trips, you'll probably have
some holes. Sorry, duct tape won't work unless you wrap it around the whole suit. (If
you do try this method, its best to put the
suit on, then tape it.) There's also Aqua Seal,

Continue Christy's Efforts
to Help Mexican Kids.
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FROM THE FILES OF THE TSS
Rebecca Jones

Do-it-Yourself Wetsuit

Most cavers know that the TSS, Texas
Speleological Survey, maintains extensive
cave files. Bet you didn't know you could
go to the TSS office to find out how to make
a wetsuit. NSS Caving Information Series-Number
14, Building a Wetsuit,
(circa 1960) includes all the
background information, instructions for creating a pattern, and tips for cutting and
gluing, to make a wetsuit
from scratch:
Suppliers do sell com- /
plete wetsuit kits in a range
of sizes. Their advantage is
that the neoprene is pre-cut,
so there is no work in marking or measuring, and the

is only slightly tedious. Moreover, after you
have made one, you will have supreme con·
fidence in your ability to mend, fit, and
adapt it...
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zippe rs afe already sewn in.

.he

disadvantage is that
will neverfit quite as
well as the suit you make
yourself, particularly
iJ
your proportions are not

:.ey

average. Final fitting alteration will have to be made

at home in either event. Making your own
wetsuit is slightly

cheaper, is not hard, and

Some important tips: in cementing your
seams, use two coatings of cement, wait-

ingfor one to get tacky before applying the
other, and waiting for the gloss to disappear from the cement before joining the
pieces. Bring the two pieces together
smoothly, working on aflat, paper-covered
table." Mistakes are correctable. You can
enlarge an over narrow sleeve or shirt by
inserting a gu~set; you can repair rips or
false cuts with cement. Repairs after accidents are equally easy ...
The NSS Caving Information Series is
just one of the many treasures you'll find at
the TSS. The TSS is much more than the
maps and cave files. There are scrapbooks
and grotto histories chronicling Texas caving from its beginning in the 1940s. The TSS
library has reports, periodicals, and exchange
publications from allover the US and many
foreign countries. The TSS book collection
doesn't rival Bill Mixon's (whose does?),
but it's got some rare and interesting titles.
Currently, the TSS is in the process of scanning and archiving its extensive photo and
slide collection to CD. There's even a box
labeled "ephemera."
Take an evening and browse through
the TSS office. You might be surprised how
many amusing things contain useful information.

Continued from page 17,
tag was mislabeled as SAB 112. They surveyed the entire cave. They noted one bat
on the ceiling and various bones on the floor,
probahly from a small rodent.
Team 9: Terry Holsinger, Teri Hart, Paige
Baugher, Shrik Aithala, and Kiran Aithala
ended up at Stone Cactus Cave where
Holsinger taught surveying basics. They
completed the survey in about five survey
shots. They then hiked down to Gorman
Spring, Gorman Falls, and the spring below
the falls and rode back with Penny Taylor.
Team 10:Penny Taylor,Don Abercrombie,
Nicholas Abercrombie, David Gers, Stevie
_mer,
and Felicia Vreeland helped Penny
aylor in carrying gear into and out of
Gorman Cave and in her scientific experiments.
~
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Spanish Language School
One Way to Improve Your Mexican Caving
Dale Barnard
learning. For three hours of classroom time,
Last year I spent five great weeks atfive
days a week, it cost $72. Although some
tending a Spanish language school in
schools
require a deposit and reservations
Mexico. I knew that if I could speak better
before
your
arrival, Arnigos del Sol lets you
Spanish, I would feel more capable of leadpay
during
the
first week of classes. In fact,
ing caving trips to new areas. Iwanted to be
they
were
so
informal
that 1always had to
able to comfortably speak to the locals in
seek
out
the
school's
director
to pay. The
order to find new caves, gain permission to
school
was
happy
to
arrange
for
my housexplore their land, arrange safe and innovaing with a local family. It helps to call ahead
tive camping locations, and better particito give them some warning that you are compate in the Mexican cultures.
ing, but while I was there, several other stuIn speaking with other cavers who have
dents showed up unannounced, and the
some interest in attending language school,
a common question is, "How did you decide where to go?" Many countries have
good schools, and each country offers
joti
I
many choices. A quick Internet search on
Yahoo for "Spanish language schools" revealed options in twelve countries. The
least expensive schools I found are in
Guatamala. In particular, Ihave heard from
several people that there are great schools
in Quetzaltenango that cost less than $150
per week for all-day private lessons, housing with a local family, three meals daily,
and cultural field trips. A plane ticket from
Texas to Guatamala runs as low as $300.
As economically tempting as it was to
go to Guatamala, I decided to attend a
school in Mexico. I wanted to increase my
knowledge of the country as well as my
Spanish, and it was nice to make friends
that I have a chance of seeing again. Once
I had chosen Mexico, another quick search
revealed schools located in eleven cities.
I decided on Oaxaca because the cost
of staying with a family there seemed lower
than in most other places, and several
cavers had told me that it's a great city. I
chose the school Amigos del Sol (Friends
of the Sun) because it had lower prices
Dale Barnard in Sweet Cave, Colorado Bend State
than most, seemed informal, and had small
Park. Photo by Terry Holsinger.
class sizes, usually not more than three
school still managed to find them a place to
students per teacher. No one had recomstay within a few hours.
mended the school to me; I just picked it
based on the web page information and took
I stayed with a very nice, middle-class
my chances, knowing that I could change
family for nine to thirteen dollars per day
(depending on how many meals I ate with
schools if I did not like it.
I got lucky. The school was great. The
them). I had my own room with a closet and
teachers were well-educated and spoke sufa desk, hot showers, and access to the
ficient English to predict our difficulties in
kitchen. They cooked large, diverse, tasty

_=--------'"
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meals, and I never had stomach problems. I
usually ate one or two meals per day with
the family and explored restaurants for the
rest. More economical housing options exist. For example, Icould have stayed in the
school "dorm" for only five dollars per day
or in a crumby hotel for about eight dollars
per day. However, since learning Spanish
was my main objective, Iam glad that I had
the additional interaction with the family. I
soon started thinking of them as mifamilia
de Mexico (my family of Mexico).
I began my classes with only the remnants of three semesters of Spanish taken
ten years earlier. I was always saying,
,Monde? (Pardon me?) After five weeks
of schooling and living with a family,
speaking Spanish 99 percent of the time, I
now feel like I am "over the hump" on co ,
versational Spanish. I can carry on 10
conversations without having to resort to
English. I make many mistakes and have
to dance around a lot of words that I do
not know, but I would estimate that they
taught me the equivalent of one or two
semesters of college-level Spanish in five
weeks.
If Ihad had more time and money available for language school, I would have
stayed for two more weeks. Seven or eight
weeks of school would probably be the
most that I would enjoy. After that, I would
consider finding a tutor, because it would
cost less than a school. Once the schools
finish Spanish grammar, they focus on vocabulary, phrases, and drills. Any good
tutor could help with this, especially if the
student provided the learning materials.
Each day, in addition to my classes, I
met with a Oaxacan student who was
studying Engl.ish. We would spend half
an hour conversing in Spanish and half
an hour in English. Then, with a different
student, I would spend a half-hour reading
in Spanish and a half-hour in English. Th
intercambios (interchanges) greatly be
efited us both and cost nothing. I had to
take the initiative asking for these interchanges; they're not a standard part of the

Continued on next page.
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San Marcos Area Recovery Team Divers
Dan Misiaszek
San Marcos Area Recovery Team Divers
was organized in 1988 to assist Texas public
service agencies with underwater search,
recovery, and crime scene investigations.

SMART is a non-profit, publicly-supported
organization comprised of dedicated volunteers from law enforcement, fire-rescue, and
EMS who are trained public safety divers.
SMART combines the unique skills of poofficers, fire fighters, and paramedics,
th the specialty field of search and rescue

_ee

recovery diving, to form a highly trained and
experienced underwater investigation team.
Some ofthe services SMART provides:
Search and recovery.
Underwater crime scene investigations.
Still and video photography.
Cave exploration and mapping.
Lake, river, and cave clean-up projects.
Water testing.
The SMART Divers have done work for
the TNRCC at Ezels Cave. They did underwater excavation after the second well was
put in Honey Creek and have acted as chaperones at Honey Creek during through trips.
They have worked with Dr. Glen Longly and
the Edward's Aquifer Research department
at SWTSU. They're also well known at
Aquarena Springs for the underwater photography of the endangered species section
on cave preservation and exploration.
SMART is a non-profit organization that
relies on grants and donations for equip-

ment, training, and operational costs. This
year's fund drive is to raise money to pur-

SMART divers in Jacobs Well, Hays
County

chase full-face masks with communication
gear and dry suits to protect divers in contaminated water. For more information,
please
check
out
the
website:
<www.corridor.net/smaltdivers>.

Spanish when deciding what to say. When 1
ful.l could not find a good grammar book in
had first arrived in Oaxaca, the opposite had
Mexico, so upon my return to Texas, I bought
school. It seems the school thought that I
been true. I can hardly wait to return to
Advanced Spanish Grammar by Marcial
was doing them a favor by spending this
Oaxaca with my grammar book in hand to
Prado (ISBN 0-471-13448-1); it has exercises
time with a student of English. I guess that
find a tutor and spend another month learnwith answers in the back.
most students do not find the time for this.
ing Spanish. To save money, I will probably
Most people seem surprised that I chose
I had brought a small SpanishlEnglish
rent an apartment for a month. It sure is more
to take buses instead of !lying. I love travdictionary with me to Mexico, but it quickly
fun and rewarding to learn Spanish in Mexico
elling on Mexican buses. They are comfortproved inadequate. Thus, I sought a nicer
than in classes at home.
able, safe, efficient, and much less expenone, perhaps one that had more than
Of course, we can "get by" in Mexico
sive
than
!lying
or
driving.
Instead
of
feel100,000 words in it. One bookstore had
with
only a simple understanding of Spaning like another second-class airline pasabout 20 to choose from, so I devised a test
ish, and we can certainly improve our Spansenger,
I
got
to
ride
firstor
executive-class
to determine their usefulness: I looked up
ish without attending a school. However, if
buses. Picture a bus with a separate cabin
words that Mexicans use that some other
you feel anxious to speed up the learning
for
the
driver,
only
three
seats
across,
with
countries do not. For example, they use the
process, and you have the time and money
a
fold-down
leg
rest
(not
just
a
foot
rest)
words checar, (to check,) and aprendizaje,
to attend a language school, I encourage
that
turns
the
big,
cushy
seat
into
a
bed.
(new knowledge). Many dictionaries did
you to go. My five-week trip expenses, inThe
28-hour
trip
between
Oaxaca
and
Ausnot have these common Mexican words. I
cluding transportation, schooling, housing,
tin
required
only
three
buses,
$130.
I
never
found a great one, The Richmond Student's
recreation, and a few gift purchases, came
had
more
than
a
one-hour
layover.
It
would
Dictionary (ISBN 970-642-308-7); it includes
to about $1,100. Take a chance on chooshave
taken
three
days
to
drive
my
own
vethese words and even has sentence exing a school and location. If you spend too
hicle.
On
the
way,
I
saw
six
movies,
wrote
in
amples for almost every entry. {Ed. note:
much time worrying, you can overwhelm
my
journal,
rested
in
comfortable,
reclining
another easy way to check the thoroughyourself with all the possibilities. Instead,
seats, and transitioned slowly from one
ness of a foreign language dictionary is to
plan minimally and have confidence that
lifestyle to another.
Ok
for translations of obscenities.}
you can figure it out when you get there.
Back
at
home,
speaking
English
again
I constantly wished that I had brought
•.
When you get back, let me know how it
required a change in mindset. After five
a Spanish grammar book with me. An old
went. Feel free to contact me with any
weeks of speaking Spanish, I felt no strong
college textbook would have been fine. Alquestions
at 512-847-1521
or at
urge to return to English. For about a day
though the school provided some minimal
<barnarddale@yahoo.com>.
after returning, I found myself slipping into
materials, a full grammar book would be helpContinued from previous page.
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TSA Chairman's Column
Wow, I can't believe that it has already
been over three months since TCR! The Fall
season always seems to be a fast and furious time for cavers in Texas. Long weekends and cooler temperatures mean more
caving trips!
I'd like to congratulate the new officers
of the TSA and [' d like to take a few moments as your new chairman to talk to you
about some ideas for the TSA. One of the
things that I would like to work over the
next year is to make the TSA an organization more Texas cavers are excited about.
Let's cross the TSA Convention and TCR
into a twice-a-year event that is both fun
and informative.
Any grotto (or gronp of people) can host
a TSA Convention or event. Use the event
as a grotto fundraiser. I encourage all cavers
to look into holding a TSA event in your
area. It doesn't have to be in a caving area,
but something with nice surroundings is
definitely a plus. It's also a great opportunity to introduce TSA cavers from around
the state to a new area.
The TSA is a "region" of the NSS. The
only difference is that our region happens
to fall along state lines. As a region, we need
all of the grottos in the state to help with the
TSA. !fyou would like to volunteer or have
any ideas for tbe TSA please feel free to
contact me at (512) 301-9193 or at
<aaddison@austin.rr.com">.
The area of karst in Texas is bigger than
the entire state of Pennsylvania. I am convinced that both the longest and deepest
caves in Texas have yet to be found. Can
you imagine the excitement and fun of discovering one of these caves!
Are you out there looking for them?

2000 TSA Officers
AaronAddison, Chairman
512-301-9193, <addison@austin.rr.com>

I started caving during 1987 while in college at Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale.1joined Little Egypt Grotto and
quickly became one of the more active members, caving some 50 out of 52 weekends a
year. I served at every grotto officer post
and helped to organize several regional caving events. After graduation I moved to the
S1.Louis area where I remained active in caving with the Meramec Valley Grotto. By then
almost all of my caving time was dedicated
to survey and exploration of caves. Since
moving to Texas two years ago, T have participated in many ongoing projects around
the state and in Mexico. In addition, J have
assisted in locating several "missing" caves
around the state and securing access for
future trips. I look forward to helping the
TSA not only become more of an interactive
organization, but one that more cavers are
glad that they joined.

J am a member of the Greater Houston
Grotto. I started caving last April at Kendall
County. I fell in love with caving and have
since been to many caving projects and meetings, including the TSA Spring Convention
and the NSS Convention in Idaho. I am currently heading up the Whirlpool Cave Resurvey project and drafting the new map
also belong to BCI, the NSS Vertical Se
tion, and the NSS Survey and Cartography
Section.
Aimee Beveridge, Treasurer
512-4444841
<aimee.beveridge@rrc.state.tx.us>

Terry Holsinger, Vice Chair
512-443-4241, <trhli@sprynet.com>

Ijoined the UT Grotto in 1996. Since then,

r have served two terms as Vice-Chair. I have

-Aaron

been actively involved in and am currently
a leader in the grotto training program for
newbies,
l am a member of the Texas Cave Management Association, the NSS, and, of
course, the TSA.
I've been caving for many years, all over
Texas, New Mexico, and Arkansas. J am a
member of the UT Grotto. I have been heading up the Powells Cave Project for ten years
as well as the Colorado Bend Project.
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GROTTO REPORT
BEXAR GROTTO -Joe Mitchell
The Bexar grotto conducted registration at TCR. Aimee Beveridge, TSA treasurer, and Christa McLeland, former TSA
treasurer, came to a meeting and gave a
presentation about registration procedures.
Rebecca Jones announced that Gonzo
Guano Gear was donating a frog system
for a TCR fundraiser raffle.
Kurt Menking announced that BCI
bougbt 473 acres around Bracken Bat
Cave. Other landowners in the area are interested in selling property to BCI. Grotto
members assisted with a fish fry at the cave.
Joann said that there was an excellent bat
flight when they camped out in October.
Marvin Miller announced that the Government Canyon Natural History Association wants a member of each recreational
user group to attend its committee meetings. They want help with building trails
and other activities at the park. 25 cavers
attended a recent trip that concentrated on

the Davis Ranch Tract; eight karst features
were found.
Geary Schindel announced that the property containing Valdina Farms Sinkhole is
for sale. The Edwards Aquifer Authority
may buy it. Michael Cunningham reported
.that Jay Pfeiffer, a landowner near CWAN,
is excited about cavers coming out to his
property adjacent to Guadalupe River Ranch
to help dig.
Pat Copeland is now coordinating restoration work at Cave Without a Name.
To volunteer, call her, Mike Burrell, or Joe
Ranzau. Help is especially needed on the
surface where there are huge amounts of
trash. The cave's owner, Tom Summers, pre·
fers that you call first and not just show up.
Cavers are welcome, and can hang out and
visit with the tourists. Tom wants CWAN to
be an educational resource.
Ann Murphree and Christi Bennett took
20 students from Texas A&M Galveston to
Bracken, CWAN and Madia's Cave.

Terry Holsinger reported that 45 people
attended the October project at Colorado
Bend. Surveying began in Horseshoe Chimney Cave, which is currently 105 meters and
going.
Marvin Miller took several people to
Wayne Nunnery's place, surveyed 62
meters, and pushed some new passage.
Mike Burrell reported that he went to a
trash-filled vertical cave on Raymond's
property where he found a bear skull.
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I I don't want to miss another issue.
I Sign me up for the item indicated:
I 0 $27 - TSA Membership: The TEXAS CAVER,
I
TSA Activities Newsletter & TCR Notices
I
I 0 $35 - Family Membership (2 votes, 1set of publications)
I
I

I

0 $27 - The

TEXAS CAVER only

NAME:

STREET:
CITY, ST, ZIP:
HOME PHONE
WORK PHONE

~----------------------------------------~
I

MAIL TO: TSA, BOX 8026, AUSTIN, TX 78713

E-MAIL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

All cavers are invited to submit articles, trip reports, pictures, maps, cartoons, poetry, events, etc.
Material should be cave-related and pertinent to the Texas caving community.
The Texas Caver is published bimonthly. The deadline for submissions is the last day of even-numbered months.
The editors will confirm receipt of material, review submissions, and return comments as necessary before publication.
Slides, negatives, photos, art, maps, etc. will be scanned as quickly as possible and then returned promptly.

•

We would prefer material submitted digitally in Rich Text Format, on 3.5-inch floppies or ZIP disks, or attached to e-mail,
but we will accept legible material of any kind .
Graphics should be submitted as .tif files. Photos should be scanned at 266 dpi, line art at 1200 dpi.
All material should be identified with author's name, title, and date. Visual materials should be clearly matched to captions.
For further information on submission or style guidelines, please contact the editors:
Joe Ivy & Rebecca Jones
11916 Bluebonnet, Manchaca, TX 78652 <joeivy@interserv.com>
512-292-1878
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